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GENUS 2 CANTOR SETS
A. N. FLETCHER AND D. STOERTZ
Abstract. We construct a geometrically self-similar Cantor set X of genus 2 in R3. This
construction is the first for which the local genus is shown to be 2 at every point of X.
As an application, we construct, also for the first time, a uniformly quasiregular mapping
f : R3 → R3 for which the Julia set J(f) is a genus 2 Cantor set.
1. Introduction
1.1. Cantor sets embedded in Euclidean space. A Cantor set is a totally disconnected,
perfect, compact metric space. This is a natural generalization of the standard ternary Can-
tor set C contained in a line. Viewed purely as metric spaces, all Cantor sets are home-
omorphic to each other. The situation gets more complex, however, once Cantor sets are
embedded into Rn. Examples of Cantor sets that can be embedded into Rn in inequivalent
ways to C embedded in an axis in Rn go back to Antoine [1]. These constructions are called
Antoine necklaces. There is an extensive literature concerning the fascinating and often
counter-intuitive properties exhibited by these embeddings. We mention as just two such
examples work of Blankinship [6] and DeGryse and Osborne [8].
It is well-known that all Cantor sets embedded into R or R2 are, respectively, equivalent to
each other. In two dimensions, this property can be phrased by saying there is a disk system
which generates the Cantor set. This means that there is a sequence (Di)∞i=1 of nested sets
in the plane, such that each Di consists of finitely many closed topological disks, and the
intersection of all the Di is precisely the Cantor set. We refer to Moise [20] for a proof of
this result.
This viewpoint generalizes to three dimensions profitably. Here, every Cantor set embed-
ded in R3 has a defining sequence given by (Mi)∞i=1, where each Mi is a finite collection of
closed handlebodies, Mi+1 is contained in the interior of Mi, and the infinite intersection of
the Mi yields the Cantor set under consideration.
A result of Bing [5] shows that a Cantor set X ⊂ R3 has a defining sequence consisting
of topological balls if and only if there is an ambient homeomorphism f : R3 → R3 with
f(X) = C, where we view the standard ternary Cantor set C as being contained in one of
the coordinate axes. Cantor sets with this property (in any dimension) are called tame.
Consequently, every Cantor set in dimension one and two is tame. Cantor sets which are
not tame, such as Antoine’s necklace, are called wild.
1.2. The genus of a Cantor set. To further classify Cantor sets embedded in R3, Željko
[25] introduced a homeomorphic invariant called the genus of a Cantor set. Informally,
this non-negative integer gives the smallest genus of handlebodies that are required by any
defining sequence of the Cantor set. For example, if the Cantor set is tame, there is a defining
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sequence consisting of topological balls, each of which has genus zero, and hence we say the
Cantor set has genus zero. Of course, any defining sequence can be modified by adding
extraneous handles, and so the notion of genus is meant to remove such additions.
Antoine’s necklace is usually defined via a defining sequence of genus one handlebodies,
and a little extra work shows that any such defining sequence must have this property. Hence
Antoine’s necklace has genus one. In conjunction with the aforementioned result of Bing,
this shows that Antoine’s necklace is wild.
There appear to be very few constructions of Cantor sets in R3 which are proved to be
of genus at least 2 in the literature. Željko’s paper [25] does construct Cantor sets of every
genus, including genus infinity, but is somewhat special in that there is one point of the
Cantor set where the higher genus behavior happens, and elsewhere the Cantor set looks
like an Antoine’s necklace. A refinement of this construction, combined with a construction
of Skora [24], is given in [12], although it is not shown that the genus is at least two.
The only other construction that the authors’ are aware of belongs to Babich [3]. The
terminology of genus was not yet available to her, but she showed that a certain type of
Cantor set called scrawny could not have a defining sequence of genus one handlebodies.
Consequently, her example is of genus two. We refer to [3] for more details, but roughly
speaking, a scrawny Cantor set X is one for which every embedding of S1 into R3 \ X of
small enough diameter bounds a topological disk which intersects X in finitely many points.
A refinement of the idea of the genus of a Cantor set is the notion of local genus. If
x ∈ X, we consider all the possible defining sequences of X and minimize the genus of
the handlebodies in all these defining sequences containing x. Clearly, for a tame Cantor
set, the local genus is 0 everywhere. Moreover, for Antoine’s necklace the local genus is
1 everywhere. In the example of Željko mentioned above, the local genus is 1 everywhere
except at one point. The local genus for Babich’s example has not been computed.
1.3. The main result. The main purpose of the current paper is to give a construction
of a genus 2 Cantor set more in the spirit of Antoine’s necklace. Antoine’s necklace can be
realized as the attractor set of an iterated function system (IFS) generated by conformal
contractions ϕ1, . . . , ϕm of R3. We say that any set which can be realized as an attractor set
of a conformal IFS is geometrically self-similar. Our main theorem then reads as follows.
Theorem 1.1. There exist geometrically self-similar Cantor sets X ⊂ R3 of genus 2 with
local genus 2 at every point of X.
We emphasize that this is the first construction where it is proved that the local genus is
larger than 1 everywhere. Defining sequences give an easy upper bound for the genus of a
Cantor set, but finding a lower bound is usually a much harder task. Babich introduced in
[3] the method of slicing disks, which was also employed in [12], to give a lower bound for
the local genus. In place of this method, in the proof of Theoerem 1.1 we will directly show
that genus one solids cannot appear in a non-trivial way in any defining sequence for X. As
far as we are aware, this technique has not been used in higher genus constructions before.
To compare our construction with constructions in the literature, it is clear that Željko’s
example is not geometrically self-similar, but Babich’s construction could be modified to
obtain geometric self-similarity. However, Babich’s construction is scrawny and it is not
hard to show, although we will not need this, that our construction is not scrawny (in fact,
if our construction were scrawny then it would immediately imply genus 2 and would have
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made our lives easier). Since Antoine’s necklace is not scrawny, this is one of the senses in
which our construction is more in the spirit of Antoine’s necklace.
We remark that our construction can be achieved as the attractor set of an IFS generated
by 32 contractions. For genus 1 constructions, Željko [26] has shown that 20 is the minimal
number. Consequently, while our number of 32 is not sharp for geometrically self-similar
genus 2 Cantor sets, it cannot be far away. We leave it as an open question to determine the
minimal number in the genus 2 setting.
1.4. Application to dynamics. Our motivation for constructing these Cantor sets in R3
comes from dynamics. It is well-known that Cantor sets can arise as Julia sets of rational
maps. For example, the Julia set of the quadratic map fc(z) = z2 + c is a Cantor set in the
plane if and only if c does not lie in the Mandelbrot set in parameter space.
The natural generalization of complex dynamics to R3 (and higher dimensions, although we
restrict to dimension 3 in this paper) is given by the iteration theory of uniformly quasiregular
mappings. We postpone the definition of these mappings until the next section, but roughly
speaking they are mappings with a uniform bound on the distortion of all the iterates. It
follows that the quasiregular version of Montel’s Theorem can be applied to such mappings
and hence the definitions of the Julia set and Fatou set pass through almost word for word.
The very first paper to study uniformly quasiregular mappings by Iwaniec and Martin [14]
actually constructed one where the Julia set is a tame Cantor set in R3. The conformal trap
construction by Martin [19] also gives a class of uniformly quasiregular maps for which the
Julia set is a tame Cantor set. The first construction of a uniformly quasiregular map with
the Julia set being a wild Cantor set was given by the first author and Wu in [11], where in
fact the Julia set is an Antoine’s necklace and so has genus 1.
Using the construction from Theorem 1.1, we are able to generalize this construction and
give, for the first time, a uniformly quasiregular map whose Julia set is a Cantor set of genus
2.
Theorem 1.2. Let m be sufficiently large square that is also a multiple of 16. Then there
exists a Cantor set X ⊂ R3 of genus 2 and a uniformly quasiregular map f : R3 → R3 of
degree m whose Julia set J(f) is X.
The construction in Theorem 1.2 has some interesting consequences for the dynamics of
any Poincaré linearizer L of a repelling periodic point of the uqr map f . The fast escaping
set of L must be a spider’s web, and contain arbitrarily large genus 2 surfaces. To keep the
focus of this paper on topology, we will not discuss this topic further here, and refer the
interested reader to [10] and the references therein.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall relevant facts about Cantor sets
embedded in Euclidean space, the definition of quasiregular mappings, and state results we
will need for our constructions. In Section 3, we explicitly construct a geometrically self-
similar Cantor set X. In Section 4, we prove that the genus of X is 2. The construction of
the uqr map for Theorem 1.2 is contained in Section 5.
Acknowledgments: The authors would like to thank Jang-Mei Wu, whose insight that
the first attempt at Theorem 1.1 only gave a genus 1 Cantor set put this work on the right
track. The results in this paper formed part of the Ph.D. dissertation of the second named
author.
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2. Preliminaries
We denote by B(x, r) the Euclidean ball at x ∈ Rn of radius r > 0 and by S(x, r) the
boundary of B(x, r). Denote by d(·, ·) the Euclidean metric on Rn.
2.1. Cantor sets. Recall that a Cantor set is any metric space homeomorphic to the usual
Cantor ternary set. Two Cantor sets E1, E2 ⊂ Rn are equivalently embedded (or ambiently
homeomorphic) if there exists a homeomorphism ψ : Rn → Rn such that ψ(E1) = E2. If the
Cantor set E ⊂ Rn is equivalently embedded to a usual Cantor ternary set in a line, then E
is called tame. A Cantor set which is not tame is called wild. The first example of a wild
Cantor set was Antoine’s necklace [1]. Its construction is well-known, but we recall it here
for ease of future discussion.
Example 2.1. Let A0 ⊂ R3 be a solid torus and let m ≥ 4 be a positive even integer.
Choose mutually distinct solid tori A1,1, . . . , A1,m contained in the interior of A0 such that
A1,i and A1,j are linked if and only if |i − j| ≡ ±1(mod m) and, when linked, they form a
Hopf link. Fix homeomorphisms ϕj : A0 → A1,j for j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and define
A1 =
m⋃
j=1
A1,j =
m⋃
j=1
ϕj(A0).
Then inductively define
Ai+1 =
m⋃
j=1
ϕj(Ai),
for i ≥ 1. An Antoine’s necklace is defined as
A =
∞⋂
i=1
Ai.
If ci is the maximum diameter of any torus in Ai, then we require ci → 0 as i→∞ in order
to ensure that A is a Cantor set. Furthermore, for m ≥ 20, it is possible to construct A such
that it is geometrically self-similar (see [26]).
Other examples of Cantor sets in Rn are typically defined in terms of a similar construction
to above, using an intersection of nested unions of compact n-manifolds with boundary. For
Cantor sets in R3, this notion was formalized by Željko in [25].
Definition 2.2 (see [25], Section 2). A defining sequence for a Cantor set E ⊂ R3 is a
sequence (Mi) of compact 3-manifolds with boundary such that
(i) each Mi consists of disjoint polyhedral cubes with handles,
(ii) Mi+1 ⊂Mi for each i, and
(iii) E =
⋂
iMi.
We denote the set of all defining sequences for E by D(E).
Using different terminology, Armentrout proved in [2] that every Cantor set in R3 has
a defining sequence. Through defining sequences, Željko establishes a useful invariant for
Cantor sets. Toward this, for a cube with handles M , denote by g(M) the number of
handles of M . For a disjoint union of cubes with handles M = unionsqλ∈ΛMλ, define g(M) =
sup{g(Mλ) : λ ∈ Λ}.
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Definition 2.3 (see [25], p.350). Let (Mi) be a defining sequence for the Cantor set E ⊂ R3.
Define
g(E; (Mi)) = sup{g(Mi) : i ≥ 0}.
Then define the genus of the Cantor set E as
g(E) = inf{g(E; (Mi)) : (Mi) ∈ D(E)}.
Now let x ∈ E. Denote by Mxi the union of all the components of Mi containing x. Similar
to above, define
gx(E; (Mi)) = sup{g(Mxi ) : i ≥ 0}.
Then define the local genus of E at the point x as
gx(E) = inf{gx(E; (Mi)) : (Mi) ∈ D(E)}.
In the same paper, Željko shows that Cantor sets of every genus exist. Also note that if
g(E1) 6= g(E2), then E1 and E2 are not ambiently homeomorphic.
2.2. Quasiregular maps. A mapping f : E → Rn defined on a domain E ⊂ Rn is called
quasiregular if f belongs to the Sobolev space W 1n,loc(E) and there exists K ∈ [1,∞) such
that
(2.1) |f ′(x)|n ≤ KJf (x)
almost everywhere in E. Here Jf (x) denotes the Jacobian determinant of f at x ∈ E. Infor-
mally, a quasiregular mapping extends the behavior of holomorphic mappings in the plane,
sending infinitesimal spheres to infinitesimal ellipsoids of uniformly bounded eccentricity.
See Rickman’s monograph [22] for more details on quasiregular mappings.
A mapping f : E → Rn defined on a domain E ⊂ Rn is said to be of bounded length
distortion (BLD) if f is sense-preserving, discrete, open and satisfies
`(γ)/L ≤ `(f ◦ γ) ≤ L`(γ)
for some L ≥ 1 and all paths γ in E, where `(·) denotes the length of a path. BLD mappings
were introduced by Martio and Väisälä [17]. They form a strict subclass of quasiregular
mappings.
2.3. Uqr mappings. While the composition of two quasiregular mappings is again quasireg-
ular, the dilatation typically increases. A quasiregular mapping f is called uniformly quasireg-
ular, or uqr, if (2.1) holds uniformly in K over all iterates of f . It is hence natural to study
the dynamics of iterated uqr mappings. If f : Rn → Rn is uqr, then the Fatou set is
F (f) = {x ∈ Rn : there is a neighborhood U 3 x such that (fm|U)∞m=1 forms a normal family},
and the Julia set J(f) = Rn \ F (f), see [14]. The escaping set of a quasiregular mapping is
I(f) = {x ∈ Rn : |fm(x)| → ∞}.
The following result is a useful tool for determining the Julia set of certain uqr mappings.
Theorem 2.4 (Lemma 5.2, [9]). Let f : Rn → Rn be uqr. Then J(f) = ∂I(f).
There exist higher-dimensional uqr counterparts to complex power mappings, constructed
by Mayer [18].
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Theorem 2.5 (Theorem 2, [18]). For every d ∈ N with d > 1, there is a uqr map g : R3 → R3
of degree d2, with Julia set J(g) = S(0, 1) and whose Fatou set consists of B(0, 1) and
R3 \B(0, 1).
In particular, for any r > 0,
(2.2) g(B(0, r)) = B(0, rd).
2.4. Extending branched coverings. We require a generalization of the following result
of Berstein and Edmonds [4] on extending covering over PL cobordisms.
Theorem 2.6 (Theorem 6.2, [4]). Let W be a connected, compact, oriented PL 3-manifold
in some Rn whose boundary ∂W consists of two components M0 and M1 with the induced
orientation. Let W ′ = N \ (intB0 ∪ intB1) be an oriented PL 3-sphere N in R4 with
two disjoint polyhedral 3-balls removed, and have the induced orientation on its boundary.
Suppose that φi : M2i → ∂Bi is a sense-preserving oriented branched covering of degree d ≥ 3,
for each i = 0, 1. Then there exists a sense-preserving PL branched cover φ : W → W ′ of
degree d that extends φ0 and φ1.
Through the work of Heinonen and Rickman [13] and Pankka, Rajala, and Wu [21], this
theorem is known to be true for degree d ≥ 3 branched covers ∂W → ∂W ′ between bound-
aries of connected, compact, oriented 3-manifoldsW andW ′, when ∂W has p ≥ 2 connected
components and W ′ is a PL 3-sphere with the interiors of p disjoint closed 3-balls removed.
3. Construction of the Cantor set
To construct a geometrically self-similar Cantor set of genus 2, we first need a defining se-
quence consisting of similar 2-holed tori. No such Cantor set has previously been constructed,
so we will also estimate the minimal number of 2-holed tori required in the inductive step
of the construction to achieve geometric self-similarity. Throughout this section, we make
several geometrically convenient choices that have no topological significance.
3.1. Square tori. Consider a solid 1-holed torus in R3 whose core curve is a square. More
specifically, start with a circle of radius R > 0 in the x3 = 0 plane. Circumscribe a square y
around the circle such the sides of the square are parallel to the x1- and x2-axes, respectively.
Now let Y be the result of thickening y by some value 0 < r < R with respect to the ∞-
metric in the x3 = 0 plane. We then obtain a 1-holed torus T := Y × [−r, r]. The core
square has sides of length 2R and T consists of beams with square cross-sections with sides
of length 2r.
Allowing two such core squares to touch at a corner, we obtain a core curve which looks
like an angular figure-eight. Thickening this curve as above gives a solid 2-holed torus. A
cross-section in the x3 = 0 plane showing certain geometric measurements can be seen in
Figure 1. Call this torus X0 with core curve γ.
For a suitably chosen integer m, we now wish to construct solid 2-holed tori X1,1, . . . , X1,m
contained in intX0 that are linked, are geometrically similar to X0 with common scaling
factor k, and are arranged along γ in such a way that the resulting Cantor set has genus 2.
Note that k and m determine each other, and both depend on the value of r.
The linking between neighboring 2-holed tori should be as follows. Let γj be the core curve
X1,j, so that γj consists of two square segments. We want one square segment of γj to form
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Figure 1. A square 2-holed torus.
a Hopf link with one square segment of γj−1, and the other square segment of γj to form a
Hopf link with one square segment of γj+1, modulo m. See Figure 2 for an illustration. The
angle between subsequent 2-holed tori is chosen to be pi/2 for simplicity.
Figure 2. A link between three 2-holed tori.
Furthermore, the 2-holed tori X1,1, . . . , X1,m are to be arranged along γ so that the result-
ing chain is shaped like a figure-eight. To achieve this, we require that there be a four-way
linking of 2-holed tori at the self-intersection point of γ. See Figure 3 for an illustration of
a four-way linking between the core curves of some 2-holed tori. Given a specific choice of
Figure 3. A four-way linking between figure-eight core curves. Thickening
by a small value r > 0 yields a link between 2-holed tori.
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position and orientation for the four 2-holed tori in question, we will need a bound on the
thickness coefficient r to ensure the tori are mutually disjoint.
3.2. The four-way linking. It will suffice to consider a four-way linking of 1-holed tori,
since our 2-holed tori can then be obtained by adding a second hole to each torus.
For computational simplicity, place the self-intersection point of γ at the origin, and orient
γ so that the segments emanating from the self-intersection point follow the x1- and x2-
axes, respectively. Choose four square tori, call them T1, . . . , T4 with core curves γ1, . . . , γ4,
respectively. Orient the tori so that the intersections of the γj and the x1x2-plane happen
along the diagonal of the γj.
Then position the intersection with the x1x2-plane as in Figure 4. The coordinates of the
Figure 4. The four-way linking, before rotation.
intersection points between the γj and the x1x2-plane are chosen to be:
• T1 : (3
√
2R/4, 0, 0), (−5√2R/4, 0, 0)
• T2 : (5
√
2R/4, 0, 0), (−3√2R/4, 0, 0)
• T3 : (0, 1
√
2R/4, 0), (0,−7√2R/4, 0)
• T4 : (0, 7
√
2R/4, 0), (0,−1√2R/4, 0)
Finally, rotate the tori as follows:
T1 is rotated about the x1-axis by an angle of − 3pi/8(3.1)
T2 is rotated about the x1-axis by an angle of 3pi/8(3.2)
T3 is rotated about the x2-axis by an angle of pi/8(3.3)
T4 is rotated about the x2-axis by an angle of − pi/8(3.4)
Then the γj are all disjoint and pairwise form Hopf links. To bound r, we estimate the
distance between the γj. Thanks to the symmetry of the position and orientation of the tori,
it suffices to calculate the distance between only four line segments, call them L1, . . . , L4,
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each in the upper half-space (having x3 ≥ 0). After the rotations described in (3.1), - (3.4),
the chosen lines have the following vector equations:
L1 :
3√2R/40
0
+ t
 −1√2 +√2/2√
2−√2/2
 L2 :
5√2R/40
0
+ t
 −1−√2 +√2/2√
2−√2/2

L3 :
 0√2R/4
0
+ t
−
√
2−√2/2
−1√
2 +
√
2/2
 L4 :
 0−√2R/4
0
+ t

√
2−√2/2
1√
2 +
√
2/2
 ,
for 0 ≤ t ≤ √2R. Let τj denote the cylinder around Lj with radius
√
2r. Then we have that
(3.5) d(Ti, Tj) ≥ d(τi, τj) = d(Li, Lj)− 2
√
2r.
The smallest value on the right hand side of (3.5) is obtained for both the pairs (L1, L2) and
(L3, L4). This values equals
R
2
√
5
2
+
√
2
− 2
√
2r.
We demand that this be greater than 0, and solve for r.
Lemma 3.1. Let γ1, . . . , γ4 be squares with side length 2R and oriented as above. Suppose
that r > 0 satisfies
r <
R
4
√
5 + 2
√
2
,
and let T1, . . . , T4 be the square tori obtained by thickening γ1, . . . , γ4 by r as in Section 3.1.
Then T1, . . . , T4 are mutually disjoint and any pair of the γ1, . . . , γ4 form a Hopf link with
each other.
3.3. Bounding m and constructing the chain. We now construct solid 2-holed tori
X1,1, . . . , X1,m along the curve γ with a four-way linking at the central point of γ. Denote
by γj the core curve of X1,j similar to γ for X0. The X1,j will have size coefficient kR and
thickness coefficient kr. Recall that k and m determine each other. A preliminary bound
for k, which will be overridden later, is determined so that the length of each X1,j fits inside
half the thickness of X0. In other words,
2
√
2k(2R + r) < r.
This ensures that, no matter the orientation of the X1,j, as long as γj touches γ, we have
that X1,j is contained in intX0. Solving for k yields
(3.6) k <
r
2
√
2(2R + r)
.
Henceforth assume that k satisfies (3.6).
For simplicity, position X0 such that its central point is at the origin, its length runs along
the x1-axis, and its width runs along the x2-axis. We can then regard γ as split into eight
line segments, two in each quadrant of the x1x2-plane. Let γ′ be the segment in the first
quadrant emanating from the origin. Note that the length of γ′ is 2R.
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Choose a point p1 on γ′ to be
√
2kR/4 units from the origin. Now let n be a sufficiently
large even number, and position points p2, . . . , pn sequentially along γ′ such that d(pi, pi+1) =
3
√
2kR for i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. Note that then pn is 3
√
2kR − √2kR/4 units short of the
terminal point of γ′. Finally, let pn + 1 be the point
√
2kR/4 units past the terminal point
of γ′, still in line with p1, . . . , pn.
These points will be used as anchors for the 2-holed tori X1,1, . . . , X1,n. For ease of
discussion, we orientation vectors as follows. For j ∈ {1. . . . ,m}, let vj,1 and vj,2 be the
unit vectors in the direction of the length and width of X1,j respectively.
Note that the distance between pi and pi+1 is the same as the distance from a lengthwise
corner of γi to the midpoint of the opposing hole of X1,i. So, for each i, position X1,i such
that pi lies at the center of one hole of X1,i, and pi+1 lies at the opposite terminal corner
of γi (see Figure 5). This means that vi,1 =
√
2
2
〈1, 1, 0〉 for each i. To ensure the linking of
Figure 5. X1,i as determined by pi and pi+1.
sequential tori, if i is an odd integer between 1 and n, let
vi,2 =
〈√
4 + 2
√
2
4
,
−
√
4 + 2
√
2
4
,
√
2−√2
2
〉
,
which has an angle of 3pi/8 with respect to the x3-axis, and let
vi+1,2 =
〈
−
√
4− 2√2
4
,
√
4− 2√2
4
,
√
2 +
√
2
2
〉
,
which has an angle of pi/8 with respect to the x3-axis. This way, the widths of the 2-holed
tori X1,i and X1,i+1 are perpendicular to each other for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, guaranteeing
linking with the given spacing.
Let ρ1 denote a clockwise (with respect to the x1x2-plane) rotation by the angle pi/2
around the vertical line through the point (2
√
2R, 0, 0) (the center of the hole of X0 in the
x1 ≥ 0 half-space). Then for i = n+ 1, . . . , 2n, we have that vi,1 =
√
2
2
〈1,−1, 0〉 and
vi,2 =

〈
−
√
4+2
√
2
4
,
−
√
4+2
√
2
4
,
√
2−√2
2
〉
if i is odd,〈√
4−2√2
4
,
√
4−2√2
4
,
√
2+
√
2
2
〉
if i is even.
Note that X1,n and X1,n+1 are then linked in the same manner as the 1-holed tori T3 and T2
from Section 3.2.
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Now apply (ρ1)2, that is, for i = 1, . . . , 2n define X1,i+2n = (ρ1)2(X1,i). Similarly to the
previous rotation, X1,2n and X1,2n+1 are linked, again in the same manner as T3 and T2 from
Section 3.2. Additionally, X1,1 and X1,4n are now linked, again in a way corresponding to T2
and T3 (in that order).
Finally, let ρ2 denote a rotation by the angle pi around the x3-axis. For i = 1, . . . , 4n,
define X1,i+4n = ρ2(X1,i). We then have a chain X1 =
⋃m
j=1 X1,j of m = 8n linked 2-holed
tori along γ. By the rotational symmetry of the four-way linking pointed out in Section 3.2,
X1 has the desired four-way linking at the origin, consisting of the tori X1,1, X1,4n, X1,4n+1,
and X1,8n, corresponding to the 1-holed tori T2, T3, T4, and T1, respectively.
Note that, since n is even, we have that m = 8n is a multiple of 16. To find a minimal
m for which this construction is possible, recall that each pair of consecutive points from
p1, . . . , pn determines a line segment of length 3
√
2kR. So the total length of the path along
which the 2-holed tori X1,1, . . . , X1,n are arranged is 3
√
2kRn. But this is equal to the length
of γ′, which is 2R. This gives us the equation
3
√
2kRn = 2R.
Replacing n with m/8 and rearranging yields
(3.7) m =
16
3
√
2k
.
So, if we choose k to satisfy (3.6) and such that m in (3.7) is a multiple of 16, then we can
construct the chain X1 =
⋃m
j=1X1,j.
Example 3.2. Let R = 1. Then r = 0.08 satisfies Lemma 3.1, and any k ≤ 0.013 satisfies
(3.6). Under these conditions, the maximum value of k for which m in (3.7) is a multiple of
16 is k = 1
6
√
2
, yielding a chain of m = 32 tori.
Remark 3.3. The construction of X1 given in this section is not optimal. Relaxing the
constraint on k and arranging the X1,j differently can almost certainly yield a geometrically
self-similar Cantor set using fewer than 32 2-holed tori in X1. However, the value m = 32 is
likely the smallest number of 2-holed tori possible using this particular construction method.
Furthermore, considering that the minimal number of 1-holed tori required to construct a
geometrically self-similar Antoine’s necklace is 20 (see [26]), m = 32 is likely close to optimal.
3.4. The Cantor Set. Let X0 be a genus 2 solid torus as in Section 3.1, with size coefficient
R and thickness coefficient r satisfying Lemma 3.1. Let k satisfy (3.6), and accordingly let
m be a multiple of 16 satisfying (3.7). Let X1,1, . . . , X1,m be genus 2 solid tori arranged as
in Section 3.3, and fix sense-preserving similarities φj : X0 → X1,j for j = 1, . . . ,m. Define
X1 =
⋃m
j=1X1,j. Now for n ≥ 2, define
Xn =
m⋃
j=1
φj(Xn−1).
Then the set
X =
∞⋂
n=0
Xn
is a Cantor set with genus at most 2. That X is wild can be seen using any of the many
well-known proofs of the wildness of Antoine’s necklace (see, for example, [20]).
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4. Proving the genus is 2
To prove that g(X) = 2, we will show that the local genus gx(X) ≥ 2 for all x ∈ X. Since
g(X) ≥ gx(X) (see [25]), this together with the defining sequence from Section 3 will yield
the desired result. Note that, since X is wild, we must have that g(X) ≥ 1 (see [5]).
4.1. Idea of the proof. For convenience, the defining sequence (Xn)∞n=0 for X constructed
in Section 3 will henceforth be called the standard defining sequence for X.
The main idea behind the proof is to suppose that for some x ∈ X, we have gx(X) = 1.
Then there must exist an alternate defining sequence (Mi) of X that contains 1-holed tori
containing x of arbitrarily small diameter which accumulate on x. We will suppose that T
is one of these solid 1-holed tori and study how it must interact with the standard defining
sequence.
Since we can choose T so that diam(T ) is as small as we like, we can assume that T
is contained in the interior of some solid 2-holed torus XI,J from the standard defining
sequence. Moreover, since ∂T and X ∩ T are compact sets in R3 which do not intersect,
we have d(∂T,X ∩ T ) = δ > 0. We can therefore find components of the standard defining
sequence whose diameters are small enough so that they cover X ∩ T and are contained in
the interior of T . More precisely, we can find N ∈ N so that XI+N ∩ ∂T = ∅.
In other words, at some level of the standard defining sequence, ∂T must separate some
components of XI+N from the other components. The technical part of the proof is then to
show that this cannot happen. Roughly speaking, a 1-holed torus can only be linked with a
chain of tori in one location. However, we will show that if T is as above, then it must be
linked with some level of the standard defining sequence in at least two locations, yielding a
contradiction. We will make this idea precise below.
4.2. Linking lemmas. Recall that a link L ⊂ R3 is split if there is a 2-sphere embedded
in the link complement R3 \ L so that there are some components of L on each side of S
(see, for example, Definition 4.1.1 [7]). Note that, while this definition typically refers to
links of topological circles, it also applies to disjoint unions of handlebodies. If L is a link of
handlebodies for which there does not exist a 2-sphere that separates some components of
L, we will call L a chain of handlebodies. We now introduce a modification of the concept
of split links that allows for easier discussion of the complicated nature of the Xn.
Definition 4.1. Let K and L be disjoint chains of handlebodies in R3. We say K and L
are unlinked if there exists a 2-sphere embedded in R3 \ (K ∪ L) such that K and L are on
opposite sides of S. If no such sphere exists, we say K and L are linked.
The advantage of this new definition is that is allows us to single out specific unions of
handlebodies, say K and L, and address the linking relationship between them as entities
in their own right. For example, if L is a split link, and K is a non-split link that is linked
with L, then the link K ∪ L may be split or non-split, but is always linked.
With this in mind, we require the following two lemmas which are essential for our strategy.
We believe these facts to be well-known, but we include their proofs as we were unable to
find a reference. We will collectively refer to these lemmas as the linking lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. Let T ⊂ R3 be a solid 1-holed torus, and let H ⊂ T be a chain of handlebodies
that is linked with R3 \ T . If C is a chain of handlebodies in R3 \ T that is linked with T ,
then C is also linked with H.
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Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that C and H are unlinked. Then there exists
a 2-sphere S embedded in R3 \ (C ∪ H) that separates C and H from each other. Let U+
and U− be the components of R3 \ (C ∪ H) containing H and C, respectively. Note that
∂U+ = ∂U− = S.
Now, since T and C are linked, we must have that some subset of T lies in U−. With
that in mind, consider the set ∂(U+ ∪ T ). This set consists of points of S, together with the
points of ∂T that live in U−. More precisely, it is S together with all the points of ∂T living
in U−, with all the interiors of the components of the 2-dimensional intersection int(T ) ∩ S
removed. It is possible that some subsets of T protrude into U− and then have a piece that
intersects U+ in a curve or point, see Figure 6 for an illustration of such a case. In fact,
Figure 6. An undesirable intersection of T and S.
such an intersection may not even be a well-defined manifold. Such subsets of T contribute
structure to ∂(U+ ∪ T ) that is undesirable for a later part of the argument, so we will avoid
them in the following way.
Define the set
A = {x ∈ ∂(U+ ∪ T ) | no neighborhood of x is homeomorphic to a disk},
that is, A is the collection of points where ∂(U+ ∪ T ) fails to be a 2-manifold. Then, since
A and C are disjoint closed sets, there is a minimum distance between them, call it δ1 > 0.
To ensure that later on we do not accidentally pick up additional points from T , consider
the closed set T ∩ U+. This set is also disjoint from A, since points of A necessarily arise on
the boundary of parts of int(T ) living in U−. So there is another minimum distance δ2 > 0
between T ∩ U+ and A. Let δ = min{δ1, δ2}.
Now consider the open cover
{B(x, δ/2) |x ∈ A}
of A. Since A is compact, there exist x1, . . . , xn for some n ∈ N such that
{B(xi, δ/2) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
is an open cover of A. Note that the open set V =
⋃n
i=1 B(xi, δ/2) has the property that
∂V separates A from both C and T ∩ U+. Note also that ∂V is a compact 2-manifold
without boundary consisting of finitely many connected components. Now consider the set
M = (S \V )∪ (∂V ∩U+). ThenM is the result of attaching the half of ∂V living in U+ to S
and removing the 2-dimensional interior of S∩V . SoM is itself a 2-sphere, M still separates
H from C, and M has no undesirable intersections with T . For notational convenience,
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redefine S to be M , and let U+ and U− be the connected components of R3 \ S containing
H and C, respectively.
Now that ∂(U+ ∪ T ) no longer has points where it fails to be a 2-manifold, we conclude
that it is a 2-manifold. In fact, ∂(U+ ∪ T ) is connected, compact, and by the discussion in
[16], orientable. Hence by the Classification of Closed Surfaces (see for example [15, Theorem
4.14]), ∂(U+ ∪ Y ) is determined topologically entirely by its genus g.
Suppose that g = 0. Then ∂(U+∪T ) is a 2-sphere separating int(T ) from C. In particular,
we now have that the core curve t of T is separated from C by a 2-sphere. However, this
contradicts the fact that T and C are linked.
Now suppose that g > 0. Then ∂(U+ ∪ T ) is a surface handlebody with, say, n handles
for some n ∈ N. This means that there exist n properly embedded topological circles
c1, . . . , cn ⊂ ∂(U+ ∪ T ) such that, removing c1, . . . , cn from ∂(U+ ∪ T ), making a small
amount of space along the gaps resulting from the removal, and attaching 2n disks to the
removal sites, the resulting surface is a 2-sphere. Due to the fact that all the handles of
∂(U+∪T ) arise from T ∩U−, the circles c1, . . . , cn can all be chosen to be subsets of T ∩U−.
We can then fill in each circle ci to form a disk di ⊂ T ∩ U−. We claim that at least one of
these disks must intersect the core curve t of T , and is hence a meridional disk of T .
Suppose that this is not the case, that is, suppose that there exists a choice of circles
c1, . . . , cn ⊂ ∂T ∩U− such that each ci can be filled in to form a disk di that is disjoint from
t. Then remove the ci from ∂(U+ ∪ T ), make some space and fill in one side of each removal
site with the corresponding disk di. Since each di is a closed set disjoint from the closed set
t, there is an i-neighborhood of di that is still disjoint from t. This means we can attach
another disk d′i to the other side of the removal side that is also disjoint from t. The resulting
surface is a 2-sphere that separates t from C. This is a contradiction since the linking of T
and C implies that t and C are linked.
Hence we can find a meridional disk D of T lying in U−, where ∂D is one of the circles
c1, . . . , cn. If we can show that H ∩ D 6= ∅, then we obtain a contradiction since D ⊂ U−
and H ∩ U− = ∅.
To that end, suppose that H ∩ D = ∅. Since H and D are both compact, there is a
minimum distance d > 0 between them. It follows that H is contained in a subset B of T
that is homeomorphic to B3. But then ∂B is a 2-sphere separating H from R3 \ T . This is
contradiction, since H and R3 \ T are linked. 
Lemma 4.3. Let T ⊂ R3 be a solid 1-holed torus, and let H ⊂ T be a chain of handlebodies.
If C is a chain of handlebodies in R3 \ T that is linked with H, then C is also linked with T .
Furthermore, this implies that H is linked with R3 \ T .
Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that C and T are unlinked. Then there is a
2-sphere S embedded in R3 \ (C ∪ T ) separating C and T . But, since H ⊂ T , we have that
C and H are separated by S, and are hence unlinked. This is a contradiction.
For the second claim, notice that C ⊂ R3 \ T cannot be separated from H be a 2-sphere.
So H is also linked with R3 \ T . 
4.3. Separation in X1. In this subsection, let T ⊂ int(X0) be a solid 1-holed torus such
that ∂T ∩X1 = ∅ for all n ≥ 0. In this section, we prove that ∂T cannot separate components
of X1 from each other. To be more precise, we introduce some terms.
Definition 4.4. We call the 2-holed tori X1,1, . . . , X1,m the 1-elements of the full chain X1.
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The reason for the numbering in the subscripts here will become clear in the next section.
Definition 4.5. (i) A subchain Y of X1 is a non-empty subset of the 1-elements of X1.
The complement of a subchain Y is X1 \ Y .
(ii) If a subchain Y is not a split link, then Y is called an arc of 1-elements.
(iii) Given a subchain Y of X1, a maximal arc Y1 of Y is an arc Y1 ⊂ Y such that there
does not exist any arc Y ′ such that Y1 ( Y ′ ⊂ Y .
(iv) A loop of 1-elements is one of the two arcs consisting of 1-elements around the holes of
X1. The two loops are linked at the four-way linking of X1.
Clearly any subchain Y can be decomposed uniquely into a disjoint union of maximal arcs.
Note that, if ∂T separates Y from X1 \Y , then, in particular, ∂T separates any maximal arc
Y1 of Y from X1 \ Y1. Hence we will restrict our attention to separation of arcs from their
complements.
For each 1-element X1,j of Xn, we can fill in each hole of X1,j with a geometric square,
call them D11,j and D21,j. The order of the superscripts is chosen to be increasing along the
order of subscripts of the X1,j. We will refer to these squares as filled disks. The resulting
set X1,j ∪D11,j ∪D21,j is then simply connected. Also note that each filled disk is punctured
by at least one neighbor of X1,j. In the case where X1,j is involved in the four-way linking,
one of its filled disks is punctured by all three other four-way linking members.
Definition 4.6. The set DX1 = {Dk1,j | j = 1, . . . ,m, k = 1, 2} is called the set of filled disks
of X1. If Y of a subchain of X1, and D ∈ DX1 is a filled disk of a 1-element of Y , then we
say D is associated with Y . Finally, let DX1Y denote the set of filled disks associated with Y .
Note that the linking structure between an arc Y and its complement can now be encoded
by examining its associated filled disks. To be more precise, we can formalize a way of
counting how many locations of linking exist between Y and its complement. Wherever a
1-element of Y is linked with a 1-element of X1 \ Y , there exists a member D of DX1Y that is
punctured by X1\Y . Furthermore, the only way a 1-element of X1\Y can puncture multiple
members of DX1Y is at the four-way linking. Since all four filled-disks at the four-way linking
overlap, we can count non-intersecting members of DX1Y that are punctured by X1 \ Y , and
choose one of the potentially overlapping four-way linking members as a representative for
that location.
Definition 4.7. Let Y be a subchain of X1. Then Y is linked with X1 \ Y in r locations if
there exist r disjoint elements of DX1Y that are punctured by X1 \ Y .
First, we would like to examine when Y is linked with its complement in multiple locations.
Suppose for example that Y is one of the two loops of X1. In this case, Y is linked with
X1 \Y at the four-way linking point, so Y is linked with its complement in only one location.
Although two different 1-elements of Y are linked with X1 \ Y , those two 1-elements are
themselves linked.
The above situation is not typical. In most other cases, Y links with its complement via
at least two 1-elements of Y that are not themselves linked. We address these two situations
separately.
Lemma 4.8. Let Y be an arc of X1 that is not a loop of 1-elements, and suppose that
Y ⊂ int(T ). Then ∂T cannot separate Y from X1 \ Y .
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Proof. Let X1,i and X1,j be elements of X1 \ Y that are linked with Y . Note that if there is
only one 1-element in X1 \ Y , then X1 \ Y is itself an arc linked with at two complementary
1-elements. So without loss of generality, assume i 6= j.
Since Y is not a loop of 1-elements, we can choose X1,i and X1,j so that not both of these
complementary 1-elements are involved in the four-way linking of X1. This ensures that X1,i
and X1,j are not themselves linked.
Suppose for the sake of contradiction that ∂T separates Y from X1 \ Y . Let Yi be the
1-element of Y that is linked with X1,i, and let Yj be the 1-element of Y that is linked with
X1,j. Note that, even if Yi = Yj, we have that the linking with X1,i and X1,j happens through
different holes of Yi. So, for the sake of clarity, let yi be the handle of Yi that is linked with
X1,i and let yj be the handle of Yj that is linked with X1,j. Note that neither of yi or yj is
linked with both X1,i and X1,j.
Now, both yi and yj are contained in T , and both X1,i and X1,j are contained in R3 \ T .
It then follows from Lemma 4.3 that X1,i and X1,j are both linked with T . The same lemma
additionally implies that in particular y1 is linked with R3 \T . But then by Lemma 4.2, y1 is
also linked with X1,j. This is a contradiction. Hence ∂T cannot separate Y from X1 \Y . 
Lemma 4.9. Let Y be a loop of X1, and suppose that Y ⊂ int(T ). Then ∂T cannot separate
Y from X1 \ Y .
Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that ∂T separates Y from X1 \ Y . Let C
be a circle that is linked with X0 through the handle of X0 containing Y . Note that C
is a generator for the first homology group of S3 \ X0. Since T ⊂ intX0, we have that
C ⊂ R3 \ T . Note also that Y is linked with C, and so Lemma 4.3 implies that T is linked
with C. Additionally, since ∂T separates Y from X1 \ Y at the four-way linking of X1,
Lemma 4.3 also gives us that T is linked with a 1-element of X1 \ Y that is involved in the
four-way linking, call it X1,i.
Let Y1 be the 1-element of Y that is linked with X1,i. Then, again by Lemma 4.3, Y1 is
linked with R3 \ T . So, by Lemma 4.2, Y1 is linked with C. But this is impossible, since
Y1 is not a generator in the first homology group of X0. Hence ∂T cannot separate Y from
X1 \ Y . 
We combine the previous lemmas in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.10. Let T ⊂ X0 be a solid 1-holed torus with ∂T ∩X1 = ∅. Then ∂T can neither
separate any proper subchain of X1 from its complement, nor X1 itself from ∂X0.
Proof. Let Y be a proper subchain of X1. Then Y can be decomposed into maximal arcs.
Let Y1 be such an arc. Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 show that, regardless of whether Y1 is a loop of
1-elements or not, ∂T cannot separate Y1 from X1 \ Y1. Hence ∂T cannot separate Y from
its complement.
Now suppose that X1 ⊂ int(T ). Let C1 and C2 be circles linked with X0 such that they
generate distinct summands of the first homology group of S3 \X0. This means that C1 and
C2 are linked with X0 through distinct holes. Since T ⊂ int(X0), we have that C1 and C2
are both contained in R3 \ T . Furthermore, since C1 are C2 are both linked with X1, we
have by Lemma 4.3 that C1 and C2 are also both linked with T . By the same lemma, both
loops of X1 are linked with R3 \ T . But then by Lemma 4.2, both loops of X1 are linked
with both C1 and C2. This is a contradiction. Hence ∂T cannot separate X1 from ∂X0. 
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4.4. Inductive proof of genus. In the previous section, we applied the linking lemmas to
separation in X1 in two different ways, once when a subchain Y of X1 was linked with its
complement it an least two locations, and once in the unique situation when Y was linked
with its complement in exactly one location. In this section, we use induction to prove that
the uniqueness of separation in one location holds for subchains of Xn for all n ≥ 1. We
then prove that ∂T cannot separate Y from Xn \ Y .
First, we generalize terms from the previous section.
Definition 4.11. For i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, define an i-element ofXn as the union of all components
of Xn contained inside a single component of Xi.
Observe that a 1-element of X1 is not the same as a 1-element of X2, for example. The
connection is that a 1-element of X2 is the union of all components of X2 contained inside a
single 1-element from X1. The same goes for all other values of i.
Definition 4.12. (i) A subchain Y of Xn is just a subset of of Xn.
(ii) A subchain Y of Xn is an arc of i-elements if Y consists entirely of i-elements and the
components of Xi containing Y form a non-split link.
(iii) An arc Y1 of i-elements of Y is called maximal if there exists no arc of i-elements Y ′ ⊂ Y
such that Y1 ( Y ′.
(iv) A loop of i-elements is an arc of i-elements which form a loop in a component of Xi−1.
As in the previous section, it is possible to decompose Y into a finite union of disjoint
maximal arcs, though typically of differently indexed elements. However, a new possibility
arises. If Yi and Yj are maximal arcs of i- and j-elements, respectively, it is possible for Yi
and Yj to be linked. This means we must be careful in adapting the filled disks from the
previous section to this situation.
We can define filled disks for the n-elements of Xn analogously to the X1 setting. To count
linking locations for arcs of i-elements for all values of i, we need filled disks from the larger
2-holed tori in the defining sequence. For example, suppose Y is a loop of n-elements. Then
Y is linked with Xn \ Y at a four-way linking, and we can find a filled disk associated with
Y that is punctured by Xn \ Y . However, Y is also linked with its complement via a loop of
n-elements in Xn \ Y , and no filled disk from the n-elements of Y is punctured by this loop.
However, consider the (n − 1)-level two-holed torus containing Y . This torus does have a
filled disk that is punctured by Xn \ Y . We can now proceed as in the previous section.
Definition 4.13. Let DXn be the collection of filled disks of all the 2-holed tori from levels 1
through n of the standard defining sequence. If Y is a subchain of Xn then we say D ∈ DXn
is associated with Y if either D is a filled disk of an n-element of Y , or if D is a filled disk of
an i-level 2-holed torus containing a loop of i-elements of Y , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let DXnY denote
the set of filled disks associated with Y .
There are two more subtleties to consider. First, in the Xn setting, it is possible for a filled
disk associated with a subchain Y to be punctured by Xn \ Y without Y and Xn \ Y being
linked in that location. Consider the subchain Y = Y1∪Y2, where Y1 is a loop of n-elements,
and Y2 is a single n-element of Xn from the loop that is linked with Y1. For most choices of
Y2, we then have that Y1 has an associated filled disk that is punctured by Xn \Y2. However,
Y1 and Xn \ Y are not linked via Y1 as a loop. To avoid counting such punctured disks as
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linking locations, we generalize Definition 4.7 as below. As previously, we restrict to disjoint
filled disks to avoid repeatedly counting four-way linkings.
Second, it is possible for filled disks of different levels to intersect each other. Since we
intend to define linking locations similarly to the X1 setting via disjoint filled disks, we must
ensure that no ambiguity may arise. So suppose that Y is a subchain of Xn having associated
filled disks from different levels that intersect. Note that this can only occur if the larger
level filled disk comes from a loop Y1 of i-elements, for i ≤ n. The smaller level filled disk
can come from either a loop of j-elements, of else directly from a j-element, where j > i.
Call the source of this smaller level filled disk Y2. Then we must have that Y2 lives in the
loop of i-elements that is linked with Y1. But this implies that not all of the loop linking
with Y1 is contained in Xn \ Y . Hence the filled disk associated with Y1 cannot contribute a
linking location to Y , and there is no ambiguity when filled disks of different levels intersect.
Definition 4.14. Let Y be a subchain of Xn. Then Y is linked with Xn \ Y in r locations
if there exist r disjoint elements of DXnY that are punctured either by n-elements of Xn \ Y
or by loops of i-elements of Xn \ Y , where 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
We are now ready for induction.
Lemma 4.15. There is a unique (up to rotational symmetry) subchain Y of Xn that is linked
with its complement in exactly one location. More precisely, such a subchain Y must be a
loop of 1-elements in Xn.
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. The case when n = 1 is covered in Section 4.3.
Suppose that there is a unique (up to rotational symmetry) subchain Zn−1 of Xn−1 that is
linked with its complement Xn−1 \ Zn−1 in exactly one location, and that in this case Zn−1
is a loop of 1-elements in Xn−1.
Now let Y be a proper subchain of Xn. We will break down the structure of Y into two
cases.
Case 1: Suppose that Y contains no 1-elements of Xn. Then Y is either contained in a single
1-element of X1, or else Y is a union of subchains contained in distinct 1-elements of X1. Let
Y1 be the portion of Y living in a single 1-elementM1 of X1. In other words, let Y1 = Y ∩M1.
Since Y contains no 1-elements, Y1 is not all of M1 ∩Xn, and hence Y1 is linked with Xn \Y
in M1. Certainly, if Y1 is linked with Xn \ Y in more than one location, then so is Y itself.
So assume that Y1 is linked with Xn \ Y in exactly one location.
Without loss of notational generality, suppose that φ1 is the similarity from Section 3.4
that maps X0 to M1. Then φ−11 (Y1) is a subchain of Xn−1 that is linked with its complement
in exactly one location. By the inductive hypothesis, φ−11 (Y1) is Zn−1 (up to a rotation). So
Y1 is a loop of 2-elements of Xn. Denote by Y2 the loop of 2-elements of Xn that is linked
with Y1, and let M2 be the 1-element of X1 containing Y2.
There are now two sub-cases. If Y2 ⊂ Xn\Y , then Y1 is linked with Xn\Y in two locations:
with a 2-element of Xn at the four-way linking of M1, and with Y2. So suppose that Y2 is
not contained in Xn \Y . Since Y contains no 1-elements of Xn, Y ∩M2 is a proper subchain
of Xn ∩M2. But then Y ∩M2 must be linked with Xn \ Y in M2, and so Y is linked with
Xn \ Y in at least two locations.
Case 2: Suppose that Y contains some 1-elements of Xn. Re-purposing previous notation, let
Y1 ⊂ Y be a maximal arc of 1-elements of Xn. Suppose that Y1 is not a loop of 1-elements.
Then Y1 is linked with Xn \ Y1 in at least two locations, say with the 1-elements E1 and E2
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of Xn. Let E ′1 and E ′2 be the loops of 2-elements of Xn contained in E1 and E2, respectively,
that are linked with Y1. If both E ′1 and E ′2 are contained in Xn \ Y , then Y1 is linked with
Xn \ Y in two locations, and hence so is Y . So suppose without loss of generality that E ′1 is
not contained in Xn \ Y .
Consider the subchain Y ∩ E1 of Y . Note that Y ∩ E1 is not all of E1, since otherwise
Y1 would not be maximal, and note that Y ∩E1 is nonempty, since otherwise E ′1 ⊂ Xn \ Y .
Applying the same inverse similarity idea as in Case 1, we conclude that the only way Y ∩E1
can contribute only one linking point of Y withXn\Y is if Y ∩E1 = E ′1, the loop of 2-elements
of Xn linked with Y1. So Y is linked with Xn \ Y at the four-way linking of 2-elements of
X2 in E1. But by the exact same reasoning, the four-way linking of 2-elements of X2 in E2
must contribute another linking point of Y with Xn \ Y . Hence Y is linked with Xn \ Y in
at least two locations.
Finally, suppose that Y1 is a loop of 1-elements of Xn, linked with Xn \Y1 at the four-way
linking of 1-elements of X1. Again, let E1 and E2 be the two 1-elements of Xn in Xn \ Y1
that are linked with Y1. Applying the same reasoning with the inverse similarity and the
inductive hypothesis as above, if either of E1 or E2 contain more of Y , then Y is linked with
Xn \ Y in at least two locations. So we are left with the case when Y = Y1, and indeed, Y
is now linked with Xn \ Y in exactly one location, at the four-way linking of 1-elements of
X1. 
Having established the uniqueness of subchains linked with their complement in a single
location, we are now equipped to use the linking lemmas. For reference, the proofs of Lemmas
4.16 and 4.17 are conceptually modeled after the proofs of Lemmas 4.9 and 4.8, respectively.
Recall that T here is a solid 1-holed torus with ∂T ∩Xn = ∅.
Lemma 4.16. Let Y be a proper subchain of Xn that is linked with Xn \ Y in exactly one
location. If Y ⊂ int(T ), then ∂T cannot separate Y from Xn \ Y .
Proof. First, by Lemma 4.15, we have that Y is a loop of 1-elements of Xn. Suppose for the
sake of contradiction that ∂T separates Y from Xn \ Y . Let C be a circle linked with X0
through the loop containing Y . Let M1 be one of the 1-elements of Xn contained in Xn \ Y
that is linked with Y at the four-way linking in X0. Finally, let Y1 be one of the 1-elements
of Y linked with M1.
Since T contains Y , and Y is linked with C, Lemma 4.3 shows that C is linked with T .
Similarly by Lemma 4.3, M1 is linked with T , and Y1 is linked with R3 \ T . But then by
Lemma 4.2, Y1 is linked with C. This contradicts the construction of the standard defining
sequence, since no 1-elements contained in X0 can be linked with circles in R3 \X0. Hence
∂T cannot separate Y from Xn \ Y . 
Lemma 4.17. Let Y be a subchain of Xn that is linked with Xn \Y in at least two locations.
Then ∂T cannot separate Y from Xn \ Y .
Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that ∂T separates Y from Xn \ Y . There are
two cases for each location. The subchain Y will be linked with its complement either via
an i-element Yi ⊂ Y of Xn linked with an i-element Mi ⊂ Xn \ Y of Xn , or via a loop of
i-elements Y ′i ⊂ Y of Xn linked with a loop of i-elementsM ′i ⊂ Xn \Y of Xn. For the second
location, either a j-element Yj ⊂ Y of Xn is linked with a j-element Mj ⊂ Xn \ Y of Xn,
or a loop of j-elements Y ′j ⊂ Y of Xn is linked with a loop of j-elements M ′j ⊂ Xn \ Y of
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Xn. Applying the linking lemmas (Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3) in each case gives us the following
situations:
(i) The i-element of Xn Yi is linked with the j-element of Xn Mj through the same loop
of (j+ 1)-elements of Xn in Yi that is linked with Mi. If i 6= j, this is a contradiction
since elements of different levels of the standard defining sequence are not linked.
Even if i = j, this is still a contradiction, since Yi and Yj can be assumed not to be
linked, and then Mj cannot be linked with both Yi and Yj through the same loop of
(j + 1)-elements.
(ii) The i-element Yi of Xn is linked with the loop of j-elements M ′j of Xn . If i 6= j + 1,
this is an immediate contradiction, since an i-element can only be linked with a loop
if the loop consists of (j + 1)-elements. Even if i = j + 1, having M ′j be linked with
Yi would imply that Y ′j ⊂ Yi, which it is not.
(iii) The loop Y ′i is linked with the j-element Mj. The same problems arise as in (ii).
(iv) The loop Y ′i is linked with the loop M ′j. This is essentially the same situation as (i),
just shifted by one level.
Having exhausted all cases, we conclude that ∂T cannot separate Y from Xn \ Y . 
We can now complete the proof that the genus of X is 2.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let x ∈ X, and suppose for the sake of contradiction that gx(X) ≤ 1.
Then there exists a defining sequence (Mi) for X containing arbitrarily small solid 1-holed
tori accumulating to x. Let y be another point in X, and let T be a component of (Mi) such
that diam(T ) < d(x, y)/2, x ∈ T , and y /∈ T . Note that X ∩ ∂T = ∅.
By the decreasing nature of defining sequences, there exists a positive integer n such that
the components Yn and Y ′n from Xn with x ∈ Yn and y ∈ Y ′n are so small that Yn ⊂ int(T )
and Y ′n ⊂ R3 \ T . In other words, ∂T separates Yn from Y ′n. Additionally, we may take n
to be sufficiently large that ∂T ∩ ∂Xn = ∅. Hence ∂T must separate some subchain of Xn
containing Yn from its complement, containing Y ′n. However, Lemmas 4.16 and 4.17 show
that ∂T cannot accomplish this separation. This is a contradiction.
Hence gx(X) ≥ 2 and it follows that g(X) ≥ 2. However, we have already constructed a
defining sequence for X out of genus 2 tori and hence we conclude that g(X) = 2. 
5. A Julia set of genus 2
The construction of a uqr map f of polynomial type having the Cantor set X as its Julia
set is a modification of the method used by Wu and the first named author in [11].
5.1. A basic covering map. Recall the coefficients R and r from Section 3 describing the
size and thickness, respectively, of the solid 2-holed torus X0. Set R = 1, and assume r > 0
satisfies Lemma 3.1. Assume also that X0 is positioned and oriented in R3 as in Section 3.3.
Toward the proof of Theorem 1.2, we construct a BLD degree m branched covering map
F : X0 \ int
(
m⋃
j=1
X1,j
)
→ B(0, 4) \ int(X0)
satisfying F |∂X1,j : ∂X1,j → ∂X0 = φ−1j for the tori X1,1, . . . , X1,m fixed in Section 3.3.
Let ι1 be the involution
ι1 : (x1, x2, x3) 7→ (−x1, x2,−x3).
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By construction, the 2-holed tori X1,1, . . . , X1,m are symmetric with respect to ι1. The
quotient q1 : X0 → X0/ 〈ι1〉 is then a degree 2 sense-preserving map satisfying
• q1(X0) is a 1-holed torus unknotted in R3,
• q1(X1,j) = q1(X1,m−j+1) is a 2-holed torus unknotted in q1(X0),
• ⋃mj=1 q1(X1,j) is a chain ofm/2 linked 2-holed tori following a core curve of the 1-holed
torus q1(X0).
For the sake of convenient geometry, we modify q1(X0) in a few ways. First, translate q1(X0)
so that the center of the hole of the 1-holed torus is at the origin. Then apply a map that
is radial with respect to the x3-axis, making q1(X0) round in two senses:
• the core curve traced by the chain ⋃mj=1 q1(X1,j) is a circle in the x1x2-plane centered
at the origin;
• every cross section of q1(X0) taken perpendicular to the above core curve is a geo-
metric disk.
Additionally, we deform int(q1(X0)) so that all the 2-holed tori q1(X1,1), . . . , q1(X1,m) sat-
isfy ρ(q1(X1,j)) = ρ(q1(X1,j+2)) for j ∈ {1, . . . ,m − 2}, ρ(q1(X1,m−1)) = q1(X1,1), and
ρ(q1(X1,m)) = q1(X1,2), where ρ is the rotation about the x3-axis by an angle 8pi/m,
ρ(r, θ, x3) = (r, θ + 8pi/m, x3).
This deformation is made to preserve the fact that all the q1(X1,j) remain geometrically
similar to each other. Finally, if necessary, rotate q1(X0) around the x3-axis to ensure that
q1(X1,1) = q1(X1,m/2+1) and q1(X1,m/2) = q1(X1,m) are linked with the x1-axis such that they
are symmetric with respect to a rotation about the x1-axis by an angle pi. For the sake of
notational simplicity, assume that the map q1 already incorporates all of these modifications.
Let ω : R3 → R3 be the degree m/4 winding map
ω(r, θ, x3) = (r, θm/4, x3).
Then ω : q1(X0)→ q1(X0) is an unbranched cover that maps all q1(X1,j) with odd indices to
ω(q1(X1,1)) and all q1(X1,j) with even indices to ω(q1(X1,2)). By construction, ω(q1(X1,1))
and ω(q1(X1,2)) are linked inside q1(X0) as in Figure 7, and are symmetric to each other via
Figure 7.
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a rotation about the x1-axis by an angle pi. Let ι2 be the involution for this rotation, that is
ι2 : (x1, x2, x3) 7→ (x1,−x2,−x3).
The quotient q2 : q1(X0)→ q1(X0)/ 〈ι2〉 is then a degree 2 sense preserving map under which
q2(ω(q1(X1,1))) = q2(ω(q1(X1,2))) is a 2-holed torus unknotted in the 3-cell q2(q1(X0)). For
more details on such constructions, see [23, p. 294]. Assuming q2 incorporates some more
translation and deformation, the map q2 ◦ ω ◦ q1 is a degree m branched cover from X0 onto
B(0, 4) mapping each X1,j onto X0. To obtain a BLD, and hence qr, cover, we consider a
PL version of this map.
Give X0 a C1-triangulation g : |U | → X0 by a simplicial complex U that respects the
involutions ι1 and ι2, and has both g−1(q−11 (
⋃
X1,j)) and g−1(q−11 (ω(q1(X1,1)) ∪ ω(q1(X1,2)))
as subcomplexes. We then identify q1(X0) with a simplicial complex V via h : |V | → q1(X0)
such that q1 ◦ g : U → q1(X0) is simplicial. It then follows that
• h−1(⋃ q1(X1,j)) is a subcomplex of V ,
• h−1(ω(q1(X1,1)) ∪ ω(q1(X1,2))) is a subcomplex of V , and
• h respects ι2.
Finally, identify q2(q1(X0)) with a simplicial complex W via i : |W | → q2(q1(X0)) such that
q1 ◦ q1 ◦ g is simplicial. Then i−1(q2(ω(q1(X1,1)))) is a subcomplex of W .
Refine |U | and |W | if necessary to ensure that q2 ◦ω ◦q1 ◦φj|X0 are simplicial and ambient
isotopic. This is possible since q2 ◦ ω ◦ q1 ◦ φj embeds X0 unknottedly into |W |. Then there
exists a PL map η : |W | → |W | which is identity on ∂|W | so that η◦i−1|X0 = q2◦ω◦q1◦φj|X0.
Set ζ = η◦ i−1, and then F := ζ−1◦q2◦ω◦q1 is a BLD degree m branched covering satisfying
F |∂X1,j = φ−1j .
5.2. A genus 2 Julia set. Let m = d2 be a sufficiently large square that is a multiple of 16
and let X be the Cantor set from the previous section. Write B0 = B(0, 4), B−1 = B(0, 4d),
and write R3 as two disjoint unions, one for the domain and one for the codomain of f , as
follows:
R3 = X1 ∪ (X0 \X1) ∪ (B0 \X0) ∪ (R3 \B0)
and
R3 = X0 \ (B0 \X0) ∪ (B−1 \B0) ∪ (R3 \B−1).
The uqr map f is then defined as follows:
(i) Set f : X0 \X1 → B0 \X0 to be the degree m branched covering map F from the
previous section.
(ii) Extend f into X1 by setting f |X1 to be φ−1j : X1,j → X0 for each j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
(iii) Define f : R3\int(B0)→ R3\int(B−1) to be the restriction of the uqr map g of degree
m from Theorem 2.5. By definition of the map g, it maps S(0, 4) onto S(0, 4d). We
further remark that g is orientation-preserving.
(iv) Since f |∂B0 is a BLD degree m branched cover onto ∂B−1 and f |∂X0 is also a BLD
degreem branched cover onto ∂B0, we can extend the boundary map to a BLD degree
m branched cover f : B0 \ int(X0) → B−1 \ int(B0) by the Berstein and Edmonds
extension theorem, Theorem 2.6.
Then f : R3 → R3 is indeed a quasiregular map. Finally, we prove Theorem 1.2 with the
following two lemmas.
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Lemma 5.1. The map f is a uniformly quasiregular mapping of polynomial type.
Proof. Let x ∈ R3. If the orbit of x under f always remains in X1, then, since f |X1 is a
conformal similarity, the dilatation of fn at x will always equal 1.
Suppose then that the orbit of x leaves X1. Then, after iterating through at most finitely
many conformal maps and at most two quasiregular maps, fn0(x0) ∈ R3 \ B(0, 4) for some
n0 ∈ N. From this point on, f agrees with the uqr power map g of degree m, and hence
the dilatation will remain bounded. In summary, the orbit of x consists of finitely many
conformal maps, at most two quasiregular maps, and then a uqr map. So the dilatation of
fn remains uniformly bounded on all of R3 as n→∞. Hence f is uqr.
Since f has finite degree m, f is of polynomial type. 
Lemma 5.2. The Julia set of f is equal to X.
Proof. Let x ∈ R3. If the orbit of x under f at any point leaves X0, then x ∈ I(f), as it
is pushed to infinity by the uqr power map. By construction, if x does not leave X0, then
x ∈ X.
If x ∈ X, then any sufficiently small neighborhood of x will intersect the boundary of Xn
for some n. Since ∂Xn ⊂ I(f) by the preceding argument, we conclude that X = ∂I(f).
Since f is uqr, we have by Theorem 2.4 that ∂I(f) = J(f). Hence J(f) = X. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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